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A car driving past a sign displaying prices in Crimea, where the most expansive gas is 39.99 rubles (59
cents).

Despite a recent dip, gasoline prices in Russia are expected to surge this spring on the back
of growing demand, prompting fuel shortages and queues at gas stations, analysts said
Tuesday.

Demand for gasoline at pump stations across Russia has declined by more than 10 percent
on average since the beginning of the year, and as much as 40 percent at some locations,
according to a report released this week by Commodities Markets Analysis, a Moscow-based
commodities trade consultancy.

Gas station owners are complaining that demand for fuel, which regularly declines during
the winter months, was exceptionally low this January, the report said.
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While demand is down, oil companies' output is at normal levels, meaning there is a surplus
of supply that is going to storage facilities, pushing down spot prices, said Mikhail Turukalov,
the head of business development at Commodities Markets Analysis.

Spot prices for gasoline, which declined slightly in December, fell by 9.5 percent in January.

But the low prices will not hold for long, as companies will likely begin selling gasoline
abroad, where prices are much higher, other analysts said.

"Currently the price for gasoline in Russia is the lowest in Europe, which [for Russian
consumers] is very dangerous," said Rustam Tankayev, lead analyst at the Russian Union
of Oil and Gas Producers.

As plummeting oil prices pushed the ruble down by around 40 percent to the U.S. dollar last
year, gas prices in Russia fell by as much as 50 percent in dollar terms. At the beginning
of 2014, a liter of premium gas in Russia could be bought for 88 cents. By the end of the year
the price was 44 cents per liter.

Out of all developed countries only the United States can boast gasoline prices at around 60
cents per liter. In Germany and France it costs about $1.4 per liter and in Britain — as much as
$1.6 per liter.

"Just as demand for fuel picks up [within the country], more gasoline will be shipped out
of Russia on top of the declining export duty tax, causing shortages and price hikes,"
Tankayev said.

In line with the so-called "tax maneuver," passed by the State Duma last year, the export duty
tax for gasoline will decrease from $249 per ton in December to $88 per ton in February.

The government is already preparing for the possible fuel price hike. Earlier this month Prime
Minister Dmitry Medvedev asked the head of Federal Antimonopoly Service Igor Atemyev
to work out proposals to correct the export duty for gasoline "in case these measures will be
necessary."

But applying administrative pressure will only result in shortages of gasoline and long lines
at gas stations, analysts said.

"If prices are held manually for the domestic market, producers would be even more inclined
to sell fuel abroad … and when the pressure is lifted the prices will surge dramatically," said
Igor Yushkov, lead analyst at the Moscow-based National Energy Security Fund.

The exact same scenario happened during the 1998 and 2008 crises, when a sudden price hike
for gasoline prompted car owners to line up at gas stations that sold fuel cheaper than
average. Analysts warn that the rush could be repeated as gasoline prices are expected to grow
up to 50 percent by the time the season of high demand begins in May.
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